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Abstract. The solution of the problem of resource management in distributed computing 
systems of processing stream data in safety systems of distributed objects is considered. The 
tasks of streaming data processing in a multi-level multi-agent evacuation system in an 
infrastructure object are considered. The features of the mathematical model of a distributed 
stream data processing system are discussed. 
1.  Introduction 
Modern infrastructure facilities include various building complexes that have a large area and the 
possible presence of a large crowd of people [1-3]. The purpose of risk management in the security 
system of an infrastructure facility is reduced to minimizing collective risk in the event of a critical 
situation in the cyber-physical system or in conditions of infrastructure degradation. Different systems 
for collecting and processing information are used to analyze the state of these objects: sensors of the 
state of physical parameters, video monitoring systems and telecommunication systems. It should be 
noted that part of the information is transmitted and processed as stream data [4, 5]. In the event of a 
critical situation, the possible loss of current information about the state of the information field due to 
factors affecting the elements of the computing system that affect the physical parameters of the 
internal space of the infrastructure facility. 
The task of reallocating the resources of a computing system in a technical security system in which 
information about the state of an infrastructure object is collected from various sensors in real time is 
considered. This system can be attributed to the class of self-learning systems of stochastic distributed 
objects having a variable structure. The observed information space is the internal space of the 
infrastructure facility. 
The state of the information field may change depending on the internal and external factors affecting 
the physical flows, which in turn affects the distribution of risk levels. 
The solution to the problem of risk management is based on the elements of self-learning of a multi-
level management system at the planning and coordination levels [6, 7]. The formation of scenarios 
for the evolution of a critical situation and the formation of possible ways to minimize risks is 
provided by a self-learning multi-agent data collection system. 
A multi-agent system can be implemented in different ways: we can use a multi-agent software 
platform, such as JADE [5], or implement a software agent based on different programming 
languages: Python, Java, etc. Databases can be implemented on different concepts, for example, IRIS 
[8]. In any case, it is necessary to solve the tasks of reallocation of real-time computing power to solve 
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problems of collecting and processing streaming data in security systems of a distributed infrastructure 
object. 
2.  Multiagent system of infrastructure object safety 
A set of agents of the coordination level use the information received by the system planner to solve 
the task of minimizing risks through interaction mechanisms in multi-agent systems. At the level of 
coordination, among other things, the problem of ensuring the integration of information on the state 
of the control object using multi-agent sensor systems must be solved, which makes it possible to 
minimize errors of the first kind and of the second kind due to the effect of self-organization of sensors 
of various nature. At this level, the problem of developing control actions on the ventilation system, 
fire protection system, information support for evacuation must be also solved. 
The architecture of multiagent system of cyber physical system safety is presented in Fig. 1. The 


































Figure 1. Multiagent system of infrastracture object safety. 
In the sense of Big Data concept here we have different flows of information and different formats of 
data. We need to gather information from different types of sensors and store these data in Databases: 
DB_Video – Data Base of Video Sensors Data, DB_Sensor1 – Data Base of Infrastructure Sensors, 
DB_Sensor2 – Data Base of Dynamic Objects, DB_BD – Data Base of Mix Content, DB_M – Data 
Base of Simulation Results Data.  
Multigent system of safety of cyber-physical system includes: Agent_Image_An – agent of Video 
Stream Flow Analyzer, Agent_Dy_Objects – agent of Dynamic Objects trajectory Identification, 
Agent_Inf_An – agent of Infrastructure State Identification, Agent_Integ_Date – agent of Integration 
of different flows from sensors, Agent_Mod – Agent of Simulation of the different Scenarios of 
Critical Situations, Agent_Integ_Dm – Agent of Analysis the state of Cyber-Physical System, 
Agent_R – agent of risk field identification, Agent_F – agent of integrated risk identification, 
Agent_U – agent of control and management of minimizing risk, Agent_U_I – agent of control signal 
generation for actuators, Agent_U_S – agent of management decisions realization, C&MC – 
implementation of control and management system. 
So, here we have massive application of different streaming data flows and in case of degradation of 
information system we need to solve the problem resource allocation problem. 
3. Formulation of the optimal resource allocation problem  
The model of the processing and storing of streaming data (PSSD) based on the computer network 
includes resource model of the computer network N, model of data processing data processing system 
(DPS) and the relation D describing system deployment  in network. 
 DDPSNIS ,, . (1) 
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Here: 
 N– the computational network, 
 DPS – the PSSD model, 
 D – the deployment relation that shows  Pp on what node it physically deployed 
  PpWwpwpwD  ,;executes:),( . (2) 
Let  RRWB :  – function that shows Ww  amount of the involved resource. Values of 


























































The introduced notation makes it possible to formulate the problem of optimal allocation of 
computational resources in PSSD as the problem of combinatorial optimization. It is necessary to find 
such deployment relation D*, that gives maximum to predefined efficiency function F. 
  DISFD
PWD 
 maxarg* . (7) 
The following constraints apply 
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The mathematical problem of HCNUL resource allocation can be formulated as follows. Subject to 
constraints (14) the optimal deployment at every point of time is 
















  )(2   denotes the dispersion of stochastic process on interval ),0( t , 
 )(D  denotes the domain of relation D – the set of nodes where system is deployed 
 
4. Conclusion 
The task of risk management in cyber-physical systems on the basis of multilevel management system 
is considered. The principals of designing and architecture of multilevel self-learning multiagent 
system for risk management are discussed. Self-learning ability of propose multiagent system is based 
on application of Big Data algorithms an machine learning algorithms. 
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